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ALL - PURPOSE GARMENTS

When a landscape architect thinks about pollution, we
usually envision air pollution, sewage draining into
water bodies and plastic bags floating everywhere. It
wasn’t until the RISD class Refashioning Garments that I
realized the shirts we wear everyday have such a crucial
impact on our planet.
Nearly 20% of global wastewater is produced by the
fashion industry. 1 According to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),84% of unwanted clothes in the
United States in 2012 went into either a landfill or an
incinerator, even though 95% can be recycled. 2 Within
which 80% of the whole production is made from synthetic fibers, like polyester, nylon and acrylic.3 They have
the same environmental drawbacks because they are
essentially a type of plastic made from petroleum. They
will take hundreds of years to biodegrade. 4
However, the time it takes along with the amount of
damage dealt to our environment will vary, depending
largely on what fibers a fabric is made from. 5 Organic
cotton is cotton that is cultivated without chemicals or
pesticides. It can take as little as one to five months to
completely biodegrade. 6 Silk is produced completely
naturally from the fibers used by silk worms when they
spin themselves cocoons to become moths.7 Silk, even
pure silk, has always been one of the most resilient
natural fibers, getting tougher as time wears on. It starts
to show signs of biodegradation after about four years. 8
Hemp, ramie, jute, wool, and organic bamboo, also have
their own individual biodegrade life cycle.
Synthetic and natural fabric are in different material
circulation systems. One is durable, the other is biodegradable. The biological nutrients are useful to our
environment , while synthetic particles are functions of
industrial processes. They need to be treated differently
to let them function in their own system.

INTRODUCTION
The amount of garment waste is growing exponentially
and is gradually taking up an extensive amounts of our
land every year. However, we still feel nothing when
we throw away a garment. That is because we never
experience the desperate need of land as people in
Bangladesh do. Every time we discard our garments, it is
at the expense of polluting the environment , damaging
the ecology, eating up the ground and displacing people
and animals. Since the landscape design and fashion industry relate to each other so closely, why do we seldom
hear about the cooperation between these two fields?
What can landscape architects do to solve the side effects that fast fashion brought to the environment?
In the first decade of the 21st century, we are still relying
on the rapid consumption of natural resources which
started industrialization and digitization. However,the
scale and scope of human activities projects severe
influences on our society and nature. New standards
and strategies will be necessarily needed for nature
resources and energy consumption, waste management
and biodiversity protection. Nature operates according
to a system of nutrients and metabolism in which there
is no such thing as waste.
In this thesis, I propose excavating new possibilities for
garment waste (both scrap from the manufacturing
process and discarded intact garments). This project
will call on more and more landscape architects in my
discipline to focus on the issues that are invisible to us,
but have huge influences in our lives. Also, this project
will encourage new concepts and new angles of thinking
through the widely interdisciplinary investigation and
cooperation.

[1] Adegeest, Don-Alvin. Fashion Industry Waste Statistics – E D G E. 2020, edgexpo.com/fashion-industry-waste-statistics/.
[2] Cipriano, Anaïs. “Fast Fashion.” Anaïs Cipriano, 3 Mar. 2017, anaiscipriano.wordpress.com/2016/11/18/fast-fashion/.
[3][4] Wicker, Alden. “Fast Fashion Is Creating an Environmental Crisis.” Newsweek, 16 Mar. 2017, www.newsweek.com/2016/09/09/old-clothesfashion-waste-crisis-494824.html.
[5] Saxena, Dr.Sangeeta. “Sustainable Fashion Fabrics.” 11 May 2018.
[6][7][8] Mari, Adri. “The Life Impact of Organic Cotton [Fabric, Material, Textile Guide for Health, Animal, Environment].” The Life Impact, 5 Dec.
2019, www.thelifeimpact.com/c-fabrics-materials-textiles/cotton/organic.
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1. The material flow starts with the fiber
production and processing. 53 million tons
of fiber is produced every year for clothing
and most of them are sent from western
countries to Asia countries, one of which is
Bangladesh.( The other includes India, China,
Thailand, and Pakistan, etc.)
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2. These countries make these fibers into
garments and transfer back to western
countries, in which the biggest receiver is
the USA.

3, 4 If we zoom into America, we see 16 million tons of garments sent here annually.
3/4 of them become waste garments going
to landfill after being used or not used by
people.

5. A small proportion, nearly 0.1 million, is selling to Bangladesh every year.

6. Now we follow these waste and we arrive
in Bangladesh.

7,8 We found out that half of them are
recycled back into the industry chain.
7. Another half of them(40 thousand tons)
ended up in landfill in Dhaka( the capital

19
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SCALE COMPARISON

HOW MUCH GARMENT WASTE IS SENT TO DHAKA?

0.04 million tons of waste can let the 100 acre Matuail landfill
grow 5 feet in height annually, which means it covers the whole
central park for 0.6 feet in height. If you spread them, they cover
the whole Dhaka city which equals 5 Manhattans.

0.04 MILLION TONS

DHAKA
=

118.3 mi2

DHAKA

=

5X
22.8 mi2

MANHATTAN
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PRODUCER WHOLE US
COVER AREA INDIANA
35,870 MI2
WASTE AMOUNT

12 MILLION TONS

SCALE COMPARISON

HOW MUCH GARMENT WASTE IS PRODUCED IN US / GLOBAL?
More than 12 million tons of used textile waste is generated each year in the United States. 9 It is enough
to cover the state of Indiana. The MIT report that “the
global apparel industry is expected to produce more
than 400 billion square meters of fabric per year, representing nearly enough material to cover the state of
California annually.” 10

[9] LeBlanc, Rick. “Textile and Garment Recycling Facts and Figures.” The Balance Small Business, 4 Nov. 2019, www.thebalancesmb.com/textilerecycling-facts-and-figures-2878122.
[10] Runnel, Ann “How Much Does Garment Industry Actually Waste?” Reverse Resources, 2016, reverseresources.net/news/how-much-doesgarment-industry-actually-waste.
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PRODUCER WHOLE WORLD
COVER AREA CALIFORNIA
155973 MI2
WASTE AMOUNT

53 MILLION TONS
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FROM CRADLE TO GRAVE
FUNDAMENTAL FLAWS OF INDUSTRIAL SYSTEM

The garment waste is just one aspect of the physical
phenomenon of an underlying cradle to grave system.
Restricted by the policies, technologies, and the inertia
and sluggishness of humanity , profit networks, GDP
growth of a region or a country, it is very hard for a system to change itself overnight. A lot of fields and people
need to work together to let it happen. However, we
cannot ignore the problem that has already been produced - the waste- and will continue generating in the
future. That ‘s why so many artists and people are trying
different ways in order to prolong the material service
life and make full use of the surplus value of the waste.

24
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CASE STUDIES
ART INSTALLATION

Photographers Von Wong and Laura Francois of the responsible fashion movement Fashion Revolution made an art exhibition called Clothing the Loop. 12 This art installation aims
to visualize the amount of clothes the average person wears
in their lifetime. 13
Using art to communicate big, complex issues like the environmental impact of the fashion business has yet to gain
much traction outside the West.14 But, as a global centre for
cheap manufacturing, the Cambodian capital is an apt place
to highlight the wastefulness of the fashion business.15

Image: Von Wong

CLOTHING THE LOOP
A white and blue waterfall cascading out of ventilation ducts reflects
the 27,000 litres of water needed to produce one cotton t-shirt.11

[11]-[15]Johnson, Alaine. “Clothing the Loop: Art Made from Textile Scraps Shows the True Cost of Fashion.” Eco-Business, 27 Apr. 2018, www.ecobusiness.com/videos/clothing-the-loop-art-made-from-textile-scraps-shows-the-true-cost-of-fashion/.
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CASE STUDIES
FURNITURE DESIGN

The British designer created the pieces for Really, a brand that upcycles
end-of-life textiles into solid textile boards.17
Curator Jane Withers described the show as being “as much about asking
Max Lamb used waste cotton and wool to
create 12 benches for a Milan design week
installation that aims to challenge the architecture and design industries to rethink
their use of resources.16

questions as presenting material answers”.18
”The two commissions – by Christien Meindertsma and Max Lamb – are
designed not simply to showcase the properties of a new material made
from a familiar old one, but also to start a dialogue about the shift in
perception, processes and logistics needed as we grapple with upcycling
waste,” she said.19

[16]-[19]Morby, Alice. “Max Lamb Creates 12 Benches from Discarded Textiles for Really Installation.” Dezeen, 7 Apr. 2017, www.dezeen.
com/2017/04/07/max-lamb-12-benches-discarded-textiles-really-installation-milan-design-week-2017/.
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CASE STUDIES
ARCHITECTURE

BLUE JEANS GO GREEN™
Recycled denim insulation,
also known as natural
cotton fiber insulation, is a
high-performance
insulation that’s made from
scraps and clippings from
the manufacture of denim
clothing. 20

Denim Insulation
Denim insulation is suitable for residential and
commercial use between open roof rafters, ceiling joists
and wall studs.21
The manufacturing of recycled denim insulation is a
zero-waste process. First, scraps of denim fabric are
processed to achieve a loose-fiber form that resembles
cotton candy. Next, the material is treated for resistance
to fire, mold, mildew and pests, blended with bonding
fibers and heated. Finally, it’s cut into batts. Any scraps
from the manufacturing process can be shredded and
returned to the raw material supply.22

[20]Rana, Israfil Alam. “Denim Insulation: Blue to Green.” Textile News, Views &amp; Articles, 4 June 2018, textilefocus.com/denim-insulation-bluegreen/.
[21][22] “The Blue Jeans Go Green Program - Denim Recycling Program.” BlueJeansGoGreen, 1 May 2020, bluejeansgogreen.org/.
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02/01/2020

02/29/2020

05/18/2020

In this activity, I set up an experiment to determine the
biodegradability of different fabric samples. I shredded
a group of fabric collected from discarded garments
in the landfill mainly made from nature fabrics (Jute,
,cotton, wool) and synthetic material (rayon, acrylic,
polyester). From this process, I try to understand that
some materials are biodegradable and others aren’t ,
explain that temperature, humidity and oxygen levels
may affect how quickly nature fibers degrade and make
predictions about the biodegradability of materials I
want to create in my following design.

95%WOOL
5%CASHMERE

95%COTTON
5%SPANDEX

100% disappear

1

2

100% POLYESTER

100% ACRYLIC

1,
Wool fabric samples after
degradation
2,
Fabric samples degradation
process
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55%LINEN
45%RAYON

50%WOOL
50%ALPACA

100%JUTE

BIODEGRADABILITY EXPERIMENT
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BIOPLASTIC

SHAPEABILITY EXPERIMENT

RICE

50%WOOL
50%ALPACA

100%JUTE

CONCRETE

2

3

55%LINEN
45%RAYON

1

95%COTTON
5%SPANDEX

1
Fabric plasticity studies on
different fabric samples
when treated with concrete,
rice glue and bioplastic
2
Jute with rice glue
3
Fabric soak into concrete

In this activity, I set up an experiment to figure out the
plasticity of different fabrics when they are treated with
different glues. The rice glued fabrics and bioplastic
treated fabrics both show good plasticity, and bioplastic
treated ones have higher plasticity than rice glued ones.
The fabric density and texture are important properties
for adhesives. For example, the burlap has low yarn
counts and density and the hydrophily of Jute is good,
therefore concrete can easily fill in the pores of the

95%WOOL
5%CASHMERE

fabric . Concrete works well on cotton fabric and wool

36

fabric as well. However, polyester has high yarn counts
concrete , bioplastic and rice
glue tests on fabric samples
the fabric shows different
shapabilities after the binders
dried out.

and density, and it is water repellent. The concrete
started to peel off from the fabric when it dried out.

37
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1

2

TRANSPARENCY EXPERIMENT
1-3
Pure bioplastic with higher water
content, soft
Pure bioplastic with lower water
content, hard
Translucency of bioplastic film
Bioplastic ingredients:
1 tbl cornstarch
1 tsp vinegar
1 tsp glycerin
4 tbl water

In this activity, I tried to make bioplastic from natural material Glycerin,
Vinegar and Cornstarch. Adding different amount of ingredients will affect
the final outcome in different ways. For instance, glycerin will make the
plastic more flexible. The acid in vinegar adds ions to the mixture so that
helps the starch to dissolve easily. 23Water is used as a solvent, also to
denature the starch.

3

[23]Stark, Jordan. “DIY Bio-Plastics.” Instructables, Instructables, 8 Oct. 2017, www.instructables.com/id/DIY-Bio-plastics/.
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STRENGTH EXPERIMENT

1
Wool fabric & rice glue
Wool fabric & Bioplastic
Burlap fabric & rice glue
Burlap fabric & Bioplastic
2
15 layers of canvas use rice
glued together

40

In this activity, I set up a material test to improve the material tensile
strength. The treated canvas has a high tensile strength. The rice glued
burlap is harder than bioplastic burlap. Bioplastic treated wool fabric is
more soft than rice glued wool fabric.
The bioplastic is made from Glycerin + Vinegar + Cornstarch.
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1

2

3

WATER REPELLENCY EXPERIMENT
1, 2
Waterproof coating:
Beeswax + linseed oil + turpentine

In this test, I tried to apply a waterproof layer outside the fabric. The

3
water repellency test

be more easily for the wax and oil to penetrate into fiber gaps. After

waterproof coating is made from beeswax, linseed oil and turpentine.
Turpentine is used to break the beeswax into finer particles so that it will
applying the mixture outside the fabric, use a dryer to heat up and melt it.
The fabric becomes waterproof after totally drying out.
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COMPRESSION EXPERIMENT

1
Shredded wool & rice glue
Shredded burlap & rice glue
Shredded cotton & rice glue
Pure bioplastic
2
Shredded burlap and wool

44

In this test, I tried to use shredded materials and mix them with a certain
amount of rice glue or bioplastic. All of these materials worked well with
either of the adhesives and showed good quality of strength. Shredded
fabrics have the potential to become the substitution of the chipboard
used to make furniture.

45
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1

1
bioplastic
Mix with 20 % shredded wool
2
bioplastic
Separate shredded burlap & wool
3
bioplastic
Mix with shredded burlap & wool

46

2

3

FLEXIBILITY EXPERIMENT

In this test, I tried to change the amount of two shredded materials in
three tests and mix them with the same amount of bioplastic. The pure
wool shows more flexibility than the other two samples. The mixture of
wool and jute shows the least flexibility.

47
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bioplastic
mix with 20% shredded burlap

48

bioplastic
mix with 40 % shredded burlap

49
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PERMEABILITY EXPERIMENT

Layering material( from outside to inside):
Bioplastic wool
Rice glue wool
Rice glue burlap
bioplastic coated without bottom

The cup became extremely hard and strong
and has good water retention quality if fully
penetrated by water. Bioplastic coating shows a
degree of water resistance.

1

2
50
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MYCELIUM PRODUCTION

PRE- STAGE

0

5

CONTAINER A

CONTAINER B

CONTAINER C

SELF-HEALING

6

Mycelium is the vegetative part of a fungus or funguslike bacterial colony, consisting of a mass of branching,
thread-like hyphae.24 It is multicellular and can grow
into macro-size structures—which we most often recognize as mushrooms. The most important characteristics
of the mycelium are waterproof, fireproof (good for
insulation material), localizing a vibration and creating
a catastrophic failure and able to float on water, etc..
There are even more possibilities that are waiting for us
to explore.

14

21

27

Day

Pen container made by mycelium
52

[24]“Mycelium.” Wikipedia, Wikimedia Foundation, 27 Feb. 2020, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mycelium.
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MATERIAL TEST RESULTS
A TOOLKIT OF MATERIAL TYPOLOGIES

54

From all these different tests I found out that garment
waste has great potential to become usable and durable
materials in the future that can be applied to construction in architecture and landscape architecture. Here I
developed some basic typologies that have simple functions according to architecture and landscape architecture elements.

wall

joint

panel

folding panel

pot

flexibel panel

block

frame

container

triangle container

pyramid

unfolded pyramid

column

tube

pole

linear material

spiral shape

shpere network
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METHODOLOGY
SCALE STRATEGIES
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PRODUCT
TECHNOLOGIES
Support life &
environment

The case studies and material tests in different fields provide a lot of inspirations for landscape architects. The case
studies focused more on material - product scale which is
just the base for landscape architecture to work on. The mission for landscape architects covers three different scales,
material scale, family and community scale, country and
global scale. Landscape architects function as a media and a
connector in this network. We utilize the technologies provided by material based products to design a sustainable life
and environment for the country to boost its economy.

COMPONENT
STRUCTURE OF THE SOCIETY
Support life & economy

FAMILY & COMMUNITY

COUNTRY & GLOBAL
PLANNER, DECISION MAKER, INVESTOR

USER, CONSUMER,DESIGNER,LIFE CREATOR
architecture
landscape
urban planning
interior
furniture
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sustain

t
able life & environmen

government
industrialists
inventors
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BANGLADESH
+

HARIRAMPUR

TEST GROUND
WHAT CAN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS DO TO HELP UPCYCLE THE
WASTE?

LOCAL LANDSCAPE ISSUES

The focus of this thesis is about how landscape architects can offer
some help to solve the existing and ever-increasing “ snow ball “ by
applying landscape strategies in a small village of Bangladesh. The
landscape methods can help re-utilize the waste garments in
waterfront construction and at the same time offer a sustainable
economy-landscape working scheme for rural areas in Bangladesh.
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BANGLADESH IS LAND-HUNGRY

78 % FLOODPLAIN SOILS
12 % BROWN HILL SOILS

The Ganges and Brahmaputra pour from the Himalayas and
converge with the Meghna River to form the world’s fourth
largest drainage, which flows into the Bay of Bengal. 25
Monsoon rains routinely put a quarter of the country
underwater. 26 The flooding brings hardship, but it also
nurtures the rice that feeds one of the most densely
populated nations on Earth.27 The country itself is born from
those rivers. 11 An estimated 1 billion tons of sand and silt
flow downstream every year and settles in the delta,
counteracting relentless erosion. 28 Geologically, Bangladesh
is a giant sandbox, 90 meters deep in places.29

12% BROWN HILL SOILS 6030 MI2

62

=

6 RIS

[25]-[29]CornwallMar, Warren, et al. “As Sea Levels Rise, Bangladeshi Islanders Must Decide between Keeping the Water out-or Letting It In.”
Science, 26 Dec. 2018, www.sciencemag.org/news/2018/03/sea-levels-rise-bangladeshi-islanders-must-decide-between-keeping-water-out-orletting.
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BANGLADESH FLOOD MAP
DAMS

GANGES RIVER

BRAHMAPUTRA RIVER

DHAKA
INDIA

100900 million m3 (BWDB, 2014)water pass through this
river system during the rainy season from June to September. Riverbank erosion displaces 50,000 to 200,000
people here each year.30

FLOODING AREA
slight
moderate

[30]Szczepanski, Marcin, et al. “Bangladesh: A Country Underwater, a Culture on the Move.” NRDC, 5 Sept. 2019, www.nrdc.org/onearth/bangladeshcountry-underwater-culture-move.
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severe
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BANGLADESH DROUGHT MAP
DAMS

GANGES RIVER

BRAHMAPUTRA RIVER

DHAKA
INDIA

During dry seasons the trapping of the water behind
dams also brings severe drought to some areas of the
country.

DROUGHT AREA
very severe
severe
moderate
slight
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SEASONAL FLOODING

WATER LEVEL

Seasonal flooding and drought brought such a miserable life to Bangladesh people.
Up to 30% of Bangladesh’s land-mass is in danger of flooding during monsoon season, with more than two-thirds of the country sitting fewer than five meters above
sea level.31 Severe flooding occurs every 4 to 5 years in Bangladesh, and covers more
than 60% of the country.32

(RHWL)

(DANGER LEVEL)

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

TIMELINE

[31][32]“Climate Displacement in Bangladesh.” Environmental Justice Foundation, ejfoundation.org/reports/climate-displacement-in-bangladesh.
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LAND EROSION

RAISED MOUND
ARGRICULTURE

DRAIN CANAL

POND

RIVER

BEFORE FLOODING

AFTER FLOODING

The average annual rate of erosion along the Padma River
is around 1500 ha/year. The country’s climate scientists and
politicians have come to agree that by 2050, rising sea levels
will inundate some 17 percent of the land and displace about
18 million people.33

[33]“World of Change: Padma River.” NASA, NASA, earthobservatory.nasa.gov/world-of-change/PadmaRiver.
70
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CONCRETE EMBANKMENT FAILURE

POLDER 32

BEFORE FLOODING

This material is used for river bank stabilization.

Polders—the name is borrowed from the Dutch, who used a similar strategy to carve farmland from marshes—were first built in
Bangladesh in the 1960s.34 Although polders allow more intensive
farming, the walls impede the natural movement of water and
sediment.35 Rivers now funneled between artificial embankments
are filling with silt. 36Land inside the polders, starved of new soil
that would otherwise flow in, is sinking. Polders are turning into
bathtubs that, if something goes wrong, can fill with water.37

AFTER FLOODING

The devastation of Sardar’s polder, Polder 32, starkly illustrates the
dangers posed by that confluence of climate change and decades
of hydraulic tinkering.38 That day in 2009, a wave of water originating from nearby Cyclone Aila combined with strong currents to burst
through embankments on several polders. The disaster left more than
150 dead and $270 million in damages in Bangladesh.39

[34]-[39]CornwallMar, Warren, et al. “As Sea Levels Rise, Bangladeshi Islanders Must Decide between Keeping the Water out-or Letting It In.”
Science, 26 Dec. 2018, www.sciencemag.org/news/2018/03/sea-levels-rise-bangladeshi-islanders-must-decide-between-keeping-water-out-orletting.
72
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DEFORESTATION
Every year in Bangladesh, thousands of hectares of land collapse into
the rivers Padma, swallowing homes and trees. Erosion has long been
a part of life in Bangladesh, whose land consists of sand and silt . The
Padma’s fierce waters constantly shift and change the shape of the
river bank. Deforestation is caused by that as well.

1
severe land erosion happens
without the protection of
vegetation on the river bank

Image source: Climate refugees in Bangladesh | DW Documentary

2,3
people are cutting down trees

People tend to cut down trees rather than let flood take it,
because trees are valuable building material to Bangladesh
people, so this makes deforestation a very big problem here
and triggers a vicious circle. Soil without the protection of vegetation becomes even looser which will result in heavier erosion
and taking away more land.
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LACK OF BUILDING MATERIALS
PERCENT OF HOUSEHOLD BY STRUCTURE TYPE22
56.52%

PUCCA

41.85%
SEMI-PUCCA

1.56%

KUTCHA

JHUPRIE

CONCRETE

IRON SHEETS (CGI)
Requires steel, zinc and other
metals. contribute to negative
mining impacts, air and water
pollution , discomfort and health
issues.

BAMBOO

WOOD

EARTH

PALM LEAVES

JUTE
VOLUME OF STOCK

IMPORT

IMPORT
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Requires cement, quarried and
mined materials, local sand and
gravel. River sand or river gravel
extraction contribute to river
bank erosion and displacement.

BRICK
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MIGRATION
VILLAGE TO CITY

I am going to have to move to Dhaka and find a job
so I can afford to come back here, buy some land
and rebuild my parents’ home.I am so sad, my
father built this house, now I have to tear it down.
Where all this water come from!

HARIRAMPUR

FLOOD VICTIM,2018
where would I live now? I got married and gave birth
to four children and my chidren also married here.
It just breaks my heart. I didn’t sleep last night. I
am afraid I am going to drown in the flood water.
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DHAKA
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04 HARIRAMPUR
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SITE LOCATION

JAMUNA

Harirampur is located at 23.7333°N 89.9667°E , the riverside of Padma (the Jamuna converges with the Ganges,
becoming the Padma River). It has a total area of 4.286
square mile. Harirampur has a population around 12,607.

GA

NG

ES

AREA : 4.286 MI²
POPULATION: 12,607

HARIRAMPUR

+ .

DHAKA

PA
D

MA

3.5 MILE

+

HARIRAMPUR

1.5 MILE
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PADMA RIVER
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TRANSPORTATION ANALYSIS
AROUND HARIRAMPUR

GANG
ES
PATURIA FERRY TERMINAL

JA M

UN

A

One of the biggest and oldest ferries in
Bangladesh is Paturia Ferry ghat. It is a
very important area for South Bengal

North of Harirampur is the Paturia Ferry Terminal which is a transfer point between the railway coming from Kolkata and interior
Bangladesh. It’s also where the Jamuna converges with the Ganges, becoming the Padma River-major intersection of land travel
and water! Harirampur became an important stop on the route
south to Dhaka.

N5

R 540

23.4
km
53 m
ins d
rive
PA
DM
A

HARIRAMPUR
63 km
2.5 hours drive

DHAKA

Z 5064
R 820

HARIRAMPUR
212ÿ !!4ÿ"28 FERRY TERMINAL
Andharmanik Troller Ghat
KOLKATA(INDIA)
SOUTH BENGAL

Major river
Inland water transit
Railway
Highway
Routes
Ferry terminal
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ROAD SYSTEM ANALYSIS

The only one district road coming through this village is
Z 5064 which is connected to N5 Dhaka- Aricha Highway
in the north, R 820 to Dhake in the south.

Z 5064

District roads
Community roads
Walking path
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SITE DISTRICT ANALYSIS

Important utilities including administration area and
commercial area are located along the district road.

Administration area

POST OFFICE

Recreation area
Commercial area
Education area

GOVERNMENT HIGH SCHOOL
HARIRAMPUR UPAZILA PARISHAD
HOPSITAL

ANDHAR MANIK PRIMARY

GOVERNMENT PRIMARY SCHOOL
MA RAZZAK MODEL HIGH SCHOOL

FERRY TERMINAL
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OPEN SPACES ANALYSIS

Z 5064

CENTRAL MOSQUE

JANNATUN NAYEEM MOSQUE

POSHCIM DIAPAR JAME MASJID
Playground
Majid / Mosque

KUISTARA MASJID
HARIRAMPUR UPZAILA
MOSQUE

BHELABAD JAME MASJID
PLAYGROUND
BHALABAD PLAYGROUND
BAZAR MASJID
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SITE SECTION

CROPLAND

COMMUNITY ROAD

COMMERCIAL AREA

Z 5064
LESRAGANJ BRIDGE

COMMERCIAL AREA

10’

1” =80’

92

300 ‘

400 ‘
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SITE SECTION

POND

Z 5064
DISTRICT ROAD

COMMUNITY

POND

HOSPITAL AREA

ADMINISTRATION AREA

15 ‘

1” =80’
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100 ‘

200 ‘

70 ‘

25 ‘

530 ‘

100 ‘
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SITE SECTION

10 ‘

1” =80’

96

200 ‘

ALGRICULTURE

PLAYGROUND AREA

Z 5064
DISTRICT ROAD

POND

COMMUNITY

ALGRICULTURE

SCHOOL AREA

5‘

100 ‘

115 ‘

50 ‘

25 ‘

350 ‘
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SITE SECTION

200 ‘

98

30 ‘

12‘

COMMUNITY

EMBANKMENTS

COMMUNITY

LAND EROSION

WATER EDGE

30 ‘

200 ‘
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SITE SECTION

1” =80’

100

4‘

300 ‘

220 ‘

PADMA RIVER

SAND DUNE

PADMA RIVER TRIBUTARY

SLOPE

RIVERSIDE PATH

WATER EDGE

550 ‘
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WATERWAYS V.S. HIGHWAYS

+

Inland water transport provides transportation access to
about 25% of rural areas in Bangladesh.40 Transport of passengers and cargo are the main services provided by the
sector. Considering the economic viability, inland navigation
facility is comparatively cheaper and safer than the other
available transport system, such as highway and railways. 41

Highway
Major river
Waterways

[40][41]“Climate Change and Inland Navigation in Bangladesh.” International Union for Conservation of Nature, 2009, www.iucn.org/sites/dev/
files/import/downloads/navigation.pdf.
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RIVER BANK CHANGES

104

1988

1990

1992

1994

1996

1998

2000

2002

2004

2006

2010

2014

2016

2018
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LAND LOSS AND GAIN
During the 40 years from 1988 to 2018, the land shape
changes very fast, and harirampur have lost miles of
land since then. But a very interesting thing happens,
through the river erosion and sedimentation process,
the deshed area keeps gaining and losing during 40
years. Would it be possible to establish this ground permanently to prevent the loss of the village.

HARIRAMPUR

This part of the land keeps
gainning and losting.
2005
2003

PA

DM

A

RI

Land loss from 2003 - 2005

VE

R

2016

1996

2013

2000
2004
2008

DATE

2012
2016
Land land gain from 2013 - 2016

BANK LINE
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RIVER FORCE ANALYSIS

!4ÿ"28

The water edge of Harirampur changes really fast. Every
year the flooding takes away part of land or builds up
new land. But the rule is traceable. The elevation and
how stable the soil is determine how long the land
can last. Landforms, trees and embankments are very
important elements in this land and water process.
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9 .00

9 .00

11.00
01234ÿ627894ÿ93ÿ 01234ÿ12ÿ4ÿ9468ÿ8ÿ6738

ÿ2ÿ24
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10.00
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RI

VE

R

embankment
ferry terminal
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7 .00

8 .00

8 .00

7
2 .00

11.00

9

7 .00
1 .00

7

0 .00
1 .00

-3
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1 .00

-3 .00
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embankment area

vegetation

10.00

-3 .00

River Force

River Force

ELEVATION

VEGETATION & EMBANKMENT

River force takes away part of the soil

Without the protection of trees and

every year during monsoon season.

embankments, the canal continues
widening and taking away land.

FLOOD CONTROL ELEMENTS
The three major elements that are affecting the land loss are elevation, embankments and vegetation. They have to exist
and function at the same time against the
strong force from Padma river. Besides,
application of breaking water structure
is needed to slow down the fast moving
water as well.
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05 SITE DESIGN
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STRATEGIES & THREE DESIGN PHASES

EMBANKMENT

PLANTING

A repetitive and seasonal

Embankments are very important

Deep roots plants are needed to

dredging is vital in view of flood

for protecting the water edge and

hold the soil together. Plant-

control, navigation and water

preventing erosion becoming more

ing strategies work with the

storage. Let the water go its way.

severe.

embankments together.

PHASE ONE : RESTORATION

CUT AND FILL

BUILD UP WATER FRONT

Start on phase two. Material trans-

The factory will help the village to

portation, process and installation.

build up the ground on the river edge

Create a social hub for local people.

and provide seasonal maintenance.

Connect with local schools to provide
educational activities.

PHASE TWO : TRANSITION

EMBANKMENT FACTORY

0
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5

10

15

20

An open space for local people, a

New material and techniques will help

better landing area for ferry terminal.

the residents to rebuild their disap-

Attraction for future commercial ,

pearing houses. A future plan of the

tourists and migrations .

development for the whole village.

25

PHASE THREE : ATTRACTION

SITE REPLANNING

ACTIVE WATER FRONT

30

YEAR
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LARGE SCALE REPLANNING
The overflow during monsoon
season flows into the low land and
takes away soil. During the dry
season, the river dries out because
of lacking water.

Whatever strategy is adopted for river edge protection
projects, short term strategy should work with and
fit into a long term strategy. The short term strategy
should design for the most vulnerable and vital points.
The long term strategy is the extension of the vital
points and form a certain scale in a certain time period
to become effective protection.

STRATEGY:

Fill the low land to
build up ground, a good place for
soil from dredging.

This part of the land with low
elevation and no vegetation becomes the most vulnerable land to
flooding .

STRATEGY:Let the water go its
way. Open up the channel, fill the
ground and protect the exposure
of the land with soft and rigid embankments

Scour holes formed by flooding can
be constructed into natural wetlands that help deposit the sediment scoured from the upstream
river.
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long term construction

spur dykes

soft & rigid revetment

slight erosion

moderate erosion

severe erosion

river

fill area

DESIGN AREA

dredging area

STRATEGY: wetland construction
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DESIGN AREA

LACK OF VEGETATION & LOOSE

100 Ft

FT
27
24
21
( Danger level) 18
15

M
9
8
7
6
5

SCOUR
12

4

9

3

6

2

3

1

0

0

DEPOSIT

FLOW

MOST VULNERABLE PART
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MASTER PLANS

RESTORATION
Protection phase. Use different
strategies to restore the ecology
of the river edge.

TRANSITION
Land gaining phase. Basic access to
the water edge provided. The protection layer is gradually pushing
out and more land acquires inland.

ATTRACTION
An active waterfront. Commercial and industry start growing
around. Different types of spaces
and programs naturally take
shape along the water edge.
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DESIGN ANALYSIS
PHASE ONE

monsoon season water level = 18 feet

PHASE ONE

18

0

PHASE TWO

PHASE TWO

18
0

PHASE THREE

PHASE THREE

18
0

WATER FLOW ANALYSIS
122

WATER TABLE CHAGES
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DESIGN ANALYSIS
PHASE ONE

PHASE ONE

PHASE TWO

PHASE TWO

PHASE THREE

PHASE THREE

LAND BUILD UP

VEGETATION ESTABLISHED

50 FEET

100 FEET

150 FEET
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DESIGN ANALYSIS
PHASE ONE

PHASE ONE

commercial

Masjid

PHASE TWO

PHASE TWO

industy
64
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tt
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0
Z5

PHASE THREE

PHASE THREE

n
co
d
a

ro

M

tru

ck

utility serving road

ro
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to

pi

er
industy

ROAD SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
126

new house

DENSITY INCREASE
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PHASE ONE : RESTORATION
PHASE ONE MASTER PLAN

100 Ft

FEET
FT

M

27
24
21
( Danger level) 18
15

9
8
7
6
5

12

4

9

3

6

2

3

1

0

0

BREAK ZONE

embankment module
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sand bags

Plants

bamboo spur
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PHASE ONE : RESTORATION
A NEW MATERIAL FLOW

SPINNING MILL
Fibre into yarn, yarn into fabric
1

PRE-CONSUMER WASTE

GARMENT FACTORY
Fabric into clothes
2

“GATHERING”

3
RETAIL

GARMENT FACTORY IN DHAKA

4

CONSUMER

USE
5

TRASH

“ JHUTA “

Fabric cutting wastes coming out from garment factories
are well known as ‘Jhuta’ in Bangladesh.
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landfill in dhaka

LANDFILL

6

+

MIRPUR JHUTA MARKET

POST - CONSUMER WASTE

Jinnah Sheikh, who is involved in this
business said, “Small piece of clothes
are the raw materials of my business.
Any piece of cloth we can recycle.
There is a huge demand for t-shirts
wastes.”( ‘Jhuta’ Processing,2017)

“GATHERING”

MATERIAL SORTING

SYNTHETIC FABRIC
polyester

“SORTING”

Many people earn their livelihood by
involving with ‘Jhuta’ processing .

NATURAL FABRIC
Cotton, jute, wool
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FABRIC SHREDDER

“PROCESSING”

MIX WITH 30%
BIOPLASTIC BINDER

MELT IN OVEN

“ASSEMBLING”

134

MOULD
COMPRESSION MACHINE

EMBANKMENT STRUCTURE

SOIL WRAP
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PATURIA FERRY TERMINAL
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“SHIPPING”

R 540

DHAKA
MIRPUR JHUT MARKET

PA
D

HARIRAMPUR

“ASSEMBLING”

MA

Fill with compost and
local soil

bury seed in
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PHASE ONE : RESTORATION
STRATEGIES & TIME SCHEDULE
The embankment construction needs to be finalised during the dry season,
starting from the end of flooding season in September to January. The next

WATER LEVEL (FT)

(M)

two month will be left for plants to grow.

24

8
DREDGING

18

6

“INSTALLING”
MATERIAL TRANSPORTING AND INSTALLING

12

4
VEGETATION GROWING

6

2

+

November

December

+

+

+
March

+

February

+

January

+

October
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0

September

0

MONTH

EMBANKMENT CONSTRUCTION
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PHASE ONE : RESTORATION
PHASE ONE STRATEDIES & SECTIONS

oringinal river edge

SOIL MIX

Compound material of local soil, fertilizer from compost and plant seeds.
module

SOIL WRAP

protection layer

sand bags & bamboo structure
Biodegradable Water retention layer.
It is made from wool, jute and cotton
shredded from waste garments. They
are compressed together by natural
binders- bioplastic.

plants growing

protection layer being
washed away

FABRIC STRUCTURE
The main structure is made from synthetic fibers. Stabilize the soil and enable roots to extend out the structure
to become a root webbing system.
plants established

EMBANKMENT

embankment
module extension

new protection layer are
added

“CHANGING”

MODULE
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PHASE ONE : RESTORATION
EMBANKMENT MODULE CHANGES OVERTIME

GROWING AND EXTENDING

BIODEGRADING

REMAINING

EMBANKMENT MODULE
The main structure. Stabilize the soil
and enable roots to extend out the
structure to grow together .
142

“CHANGING”

CHANGING OVERTIME
143
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PHASE ONE : RESTORATION
PERSPECTIVE
The embankment module is the inner part and is protected by
layers including sandbags and breaking water bamboo structure. The sandbag layer and bamboo structure are designed to
be destroyed to protect the module and plants inside.

VETIVER GRASS

144

VETIVER GRASS ROOTS

EMBANKMENT MODULE

SAND BAGS

5 feet

12 feet
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PHASE TWO : TRANSITION
MASTER PLAN

100 Ft

FT

M

27
24
21
( Danger level) 18
15

9
8
7
6
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12

4

9

3

3

1

0

0

-3

-1

-6

-2

-9

-3

Factory
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Bamboo spur dike
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PHASE TWO : TRANSITION
PERSPECTIVE

MATERIAL TRANSPORT

FACTORY

BAMBOO PIER

In phase two perspective, you can see the ground has been
built up and the old embankments have been fully covered by
vegetation. New protection layers of sand bags and breaking
water structure are added.

Garment waste from
Dhaka by truck

Garment waste processing
& embankment producing

Unloading
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OLD EMBANKMENT

NEW EMBANKMENT

Sediment deposit

RIVER FILTER

Root system established
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PHASE THREE : ATTRACTION
PHASE THREE MASTER PLAN

100 Ft

150

FT

M

24

8

( Danger level) 18

6

12

4

6

2

0

0

-3

-1

-9

-3
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EMBANKEMTN PROCESSING

EMBANKEMTN PROCESSING

MATERIAL RECYCLING

PROGRAM ANALYSIS

MASJID
In phase three, a totally different vision appeared. New
commercials and utilities start growing around, such as
a new pier with better landing, material recycling center and storage. New open spaces appear. More activities happen along the waterfront.
PLAYGROUND

FOOD BAZAR

FISH MARKET
masjid
open space
commercial
utility
152
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FISH MARKET

This perspective is taking the view beside the pier where
fish markets naturally take shape. Busy cargo ship loading and unloading, people coming and leaving, dawdling
and enjoying the busyness and messiness of life.
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COMMERCIAL STREET ENTRANCE

This perspective is showing the opposite view of the fish
market - the busy entrance of the commercial street.
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BAMBOO PLATFORM

This perspective from the bamboo platform is looking
back to the pier, a vintage point for viewing the river and
scenery. The factory located at the left far end in this
view is busy with truck unloading and people visiting.
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FACTORY
This image shows the outdoor plaza of the factory with lots of people visiting, children playing and factory workers introducing the material knowledge and techniques to students and visitors. It has become an important
part of community life here! The pavers, cube installations and elements
of the factories are actually built from fabric products which are developed
from the previous typologies. What’s more the factory has become the
identity of this village ,so that more and more people will be attracted to
come here. Even these unrooted people will return back to their hometown and start a new life.
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PROJECT EVALUATION
This thesis has focused on creating a localized response
to a global problem related to globalization and fast
fashion. Both our amount of post-production waste
and the carbon footprint left by the garment industry’s
response to a global desire for novelty and affordability, and their dependence on cheap labor, loose environmental regulations, distributed raw materials and
production, and markets far from places of manufacturing has created an unethical and unsustainable supply
chain model.
The strategy proposed here began with one of the
places that receives much of the world’s garment waste.

=

0.02 MILLION TONS

Up to this point in the scenario developed, four issues
including erosion control, lack of building material, deforestation and migration are resolved for this village.
If we evaluate the whole process, the amount of fabric
waste this project re-uses in construction equals 0.02
million tons which is 50 % of the waste that is being
sent to Dhaka every year. Roughly over a hundred jobs
are created.

=

=

This may not seem to be significant compared to the
amount and speed of waste generation globally, but this
could be a repeatable success for many other areas in
Bangladesh or even other countries in the world that
are experiencing the same issues as this village. If we
do some calculations here, Bangladesh has nearly 70
thousand villages and 700 rivers. Imagining how much
waste will be digested and revalued if systems changed
in the whole country of Bangladesh, gives promise for
reduced garment waste in landfills throughout the
globe.

=
JOB OPPORTUNITIES

SPREAD OUT AREA

SPREAD OUT AREA

WASTE CONSUMPTION

MATERIAL USE ON SITE

162

Bangladesh, a country that both produces these garments and is paid to receive other countries’ waste,is
also a country with a serious lack of raw materials
needed for erosion control and construction. The thesis
aims to revitalize the garment waste and transform it
into a new framework. With a new supply chain model,
substitution of traditional construction material, ecological mitigation and the revitalization of rural villages,
future landscape development can build a model of
sustainability which supports the economy, the ecology
and most importantly the culture of rural villages in
Bangladesh.
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